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Student Poll
Results in Action
BY RON BLUM AND MIKE STARRELS

Student Council Presses·
For Action On Orlowitz
(The following is the full text ·
of the Resolution passed by the
Student C ouncil on Decembe r 11
1969 and released February 26:
Whereas the Student I !ea lth
and Welfare Committee of the
Student Council of the Jefferson
Medical College of Philadelphia
ha s completed an investigation to
determine the opinions of the
r es idents of Orlowit z Hall and
Whereas
thi s committee
agrees with the consensus of Orlowitz residents,
It is resolved that:
1. Considering that Orlowitz
was built by and financed by the
] effers on Medical College of
Philadelphia strictly for its own
medical students and personnel,
the partment should be run in the
. best interest of these people.
2. Since Orlowit z Hall was
designed and constructed as an
apartment with individualprivate
living units, it should be run as a
private apartment. Workmen

should not have keys to individual
apartments and should not be allowed entrance to individual
living units without the e:xpress
conse!'l:t of he lessee on ea,..h

Dean tn

tt~oae >tn

The section of the P oll

..

ON

{Cont imLe d on page 6)

BY DELVYN C. CASE, JR.
Greeted with an enthusiasm
that showed r ecognition of an
intelligent educator and friend
of the s tudents , Dr. Savino D'Angelo, Professor of Anatomy,
preceded to deliver an address
that underscored his sensitivity
to student awar eness and student
-activism. His speech was part
of the Sophomore Parents' Day
(March 13, 1969) at the medical

Within

In early January when the
members ot the ARIEL staff first
became interested in the plight of
the Jeffer s on student nurse, a
questionnaire was designed in an
attempt to determine the extend
and nature of the student nurse
sentiment. These questionnaires
have been examined in s ome detail. The girls have made it
quite clear that many changes .
would be welcomed. On Page· 4
the questions are presented, with
a tabulation of answers . In this
column a few relevant comments
(all direct quotes) will be
presented.
. OF THE FACULTY:
There are very, very few instructors that we can trust ....
We rieed energetic (faculty) interested in students ••. instructors just don't seem to be
interested in us as people.
In general, the faculty is
biased, brainwashed and old.
With a few notable e xceptions
the faculty of this school are
an extreme ly hostile, secretive
bunch." You cannot say a word
without fear of. having it passed

along to "higher sources" and
waiting for the ax to fall. Not
one of them gives a damn about
you as a person •.. .It i s not without significance that all of the
good, young instructors have
left for other positions ••.
Sometimes you feel that you
jus t need someone to talk to ..
.its r eally a shame that no one
can be found ... or trusted •.•.
The interest of the faculty is
not geared to improving the
nursing care we offer the
patients but in "screwing" us
to the wall whenever they
can.... Instead of working wfth
us to improve conditions, their
attitude is one of getting out at
3:30 and "to hell" with the
students. This is education(
Mos~ of the faculty are too
narrow minded and too old to
understand our generation.
The problem is communication: they (the directors) were
"out of town" or" at a meeting' ' when we asked for permission to discus s rule r e-

(Continue don page 4 )

EVALUATION" suggests some
further innovations for Jefferson.
Wide spread dissatisfaction
About 7 4 percent ofthose-answer- with the testing and evaluation
ing favored the institution of an system at Jefferson is evident
"Exam Week" in the basic by 85 percent of the students
science years. This implies a indicating reservation with or
period of timeduringwhichregu- outright rejection of the present
lar classes are suspended, al- system. Of tho s e rejecting the ·
lowing an equal distribution of present methods, the r e we re
e~aminations with no intermittent twice as many juniors as fresh scheduled activity. Opinions on · men and sophomores. This data
"METHOD OF GRADING" indi- may reflectdifferentexperiences
and opportunities ava1·1able to
cated a two-to-one mar gin in
favor of changing the present juniors. Why does it appear that
numerical system to a pas s -fail as a student gets closer to clini.cal practice there 1· s i·ncreased
system. Subjective comment on
thi s que stion strongly favore'd a rejection bf Jeffe:r-son' s testing
st r ict pass -fail system, i.e. only methods?
t hose two designations would be
~tudents also freely comused, rather than high pass, pass, mented on questions relative to
low pas s or some otherfraction- the NationalBoardExaminations.
ization. The method of examina- It should be noted that the retion at Jefferson also came under sponses of the first and second
scrutiny. While 10 percent of the year students represent opinions
-respondents preferredjusttaking and attitudes acquired in and out ,
a final examination in each of class, while those of juniors
course, by far the majority, or . add the experience of having
65 percent, favored both mid- taken the examination. An averterm and final examinations. The age oi about 56 percent felt that
significant precentage (Z 5%) se- the National Board Examinations
lecting "other" mayindicatethat are overemphasized intheteach_-~rt're
of t.estblg t"s;
=de,pe"fidettt':;·"~~
effet"son, whi\e ~ recion the course offe red and must b e
c
percent

were~~;'·~~-~rte_a -· -. ¥~~~--bj~

with the emphasis this examina-

determined with each department.

Dr. D' Angelo Keynotes
Parents Day Activities

... Speaking o_f Nurses
From

Beginning with the FallQuarter in September, 1969, classes
at Jefferson will begin at 9 A.M.
rather than at the 8 A.M. hour.
This action is a direct result of
the data pro v1·d e d by t h e stud ent
Council Curriculum Evaluation
C om mitt e e (SCCEC) Student
Opinion Poll, presented elsewhere in this issue of ARIEL
coupled with active facu1ty sup~
port. The Pollshowedthatslight. d f h
d
ly Over On e-th i r o t e stu enl
body was satisfied with the 8 A.M.
starting hour, while the rest 0:
· d· t d h ·
the respondents m ica e t eu
dissatisfaction by noting preferences for an 8:30 or 9 A.M.
starting time. This change will
not affes:t the c;:linical rotations of
the junior and . senior clas se s.
Establishing advisors for the
four year s was supported by about
78 percent of tho se people answeiing the Poll. This has resulted in Dr. Kellow' s recent appointment ~f a smdent-facul~y ad hoc ,,
Comm.1ttee on .counseling. The
comm1ttee consists of three student~ and three faculty members,
and is to submit a report to the

Medics, Mentors
Meet: Coffee
and Conversation

tion is given, which is admittedly a strong one. Does this latter
group perhaps have as its pri:..
mary objective of .medical education doing well in the National
Boards?
One of the questions answered
with great unanimity indicated
that 97 percent of students wanted
to receive' mimeographed hand- ·
outs for lectures. About half of
these respondents wanted the
sheets a day before the lecture,
while the other half favored receiving them -at the start of the
' lecture. Subjective commentwith
these responses strongly supported informative synopses of
the presented information, not
sKeletal
-outlines just 11:,;tmg
topics.

college and was presented at the
luncheon gathering at McClellan BY HARRY C~AMER AND
Hall.
VIRGINIA BRODHEAD
Dr. D'Angelo said. that he
recognized the revolution of the
gen~ration:
its insistence for
Eight sophomores concerned
change in the priorities and .con- with improving communication
tent of the education proce ss and between faculty and students at
society at large. He has found Jefferson jo_ined recently, and
an intensity in the students- - a with the encouragement and parwish to communicate and ad- ticipatidn of Dr. Charles Rosa
minister to the community. Stu- of the Department of Anatomy,
dents are clamoring for relev- decided to hold an experimental
ance; and he applauded their faculty-student coffee hour. On
d_edicated purpose.
February 19 the student body
He also offered an under- and faculty demonstrated that the
standing as to the difference idea was sound when over 200
between the generations. Where- people crowded into the social
as today~s students have material lounge of Jefferson Hall and in
well-being and are thus free to the course of 1-1/2 hours depursue the other problems of voured over 450 cups of coffee
society, the students of the '30s and more than 300 doughnuts.
had to contend with full scale
One of the members of the
economic disaste r. Survival was eight-man committee commentthat generation's preoccupation . ed that ''the carefully structured
also-- but with wide spread hung- student life at Jefferson often
er and Fas cist totalitarianism. seemed to block attempts by
lts victory over these menaces students and faculty alike to speak
and the establishment of such on no11-academic level s ." Weinstitutions as the UN are the felt that something was needed
remarkable achievements of the to bridge the gap.
past generation Dr. D' Angelo
We found that both students
stressed.
and
professors
commented
Introductory
comments by favorably on the interplay which
President Herbut, Dean Kellow, took place at the first session.
Dr. A. Ra koff, President of the We anticipated a small number
Alumni Association, and James of people, but were happily surBarone, P resident of the Sopho- prised to see the many students
more class at the medical coi- and faculty who attended.
lege, were also part of the
Although the coffeehourwas
luncheon festivities.
originally conceived as a forum
Earlier in the day the parents for
discussion of Jefferson's
were greeted with c offee and problems, her weaknesses,
doughnuts and tours of the medi- str engths, goal s , etc., we fo und
cal facilities including the new that many other area s and subaccident ward , Jefferson Hall , jects came into the discussion
from skiing to old m edical
(C on.t.i nued on pag e 4)
books.

{Conti~ued

on page 5)

Re bOfil
and Renewed

J TIS

In the academic year of 19651966 a mimeographed publication
called ITIS appeared at the University of Pennsylvania Medical
-~)chool. ITIS was conceived by
medical students Andrew M.McBride and Wes Mason as a means
_..Qf_ bringing to light numer,o us
pronle ms and injustices in medical education and health care
delivery. its success in doing so
was more than nominal (one issue
received wide recognition in the
Philadelphia Press for anarticle /
by
Andrew McBride entitled
''Bedside Manner at P .G.H.; or
How to Stop Worrying and Pretend You Love the Nigger in the
Ward"); but as happens to many
good things, after a while ITIS
died.
This January it was r ebor n
in more elaborate form, attempting to duplicat e on a city-wide
basis what it had acc omplished

(Continued on. p.age 4)
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Ariel en~~urages <_:~mmen!_s b n the articles appearing in this paper or on any others ubj ect 0 f typical interest., _D iverse opinions are welcom1<L Typed manuscripts should be sent to this column c/ o Ariel B 0 27
fe(ferson f!all Commons, 1020 Locust Stu, Philau,Pav 19107.,Names will be withheld on request a k ~ •
strict confidence0
n ep in
·

J

SPORTS EDITOR
James Nocon'

·

You have made an excellent · I have been reluctant tp accept_
start. I hope you will always fosthe feeling that Peilll is rrf:ore proBUSINESS MANAGER
ter fine · statesmanship and fair
gressive regarding c9mmunicy
Nitlfue~
play. Good luck and best wishes
commitment. On student, adminI
to your entire staff!
istration and staff lev~ls, there
Sincerely yours,
has been no discord as ioworthiPeter A. Herbut, M.O.
ness, need or benefit. / Few stuPresident
dents, as yet, have cpme from
. Jefferson. An Elective Block is
presently being proposed to the
We respectfully submit that the problems of attitude which affect
Curriculum Committee, for full
To the Editors of Ariel:
_the Jefferson School of Nursing emphatically are NOT indicative of _
Congratulations and best time involvement. Staffingneeds,
student nurses' inadequacies.
- -- -- ·
wishes
for creative and construc- at the Medical Center. are imA nurse is endowed with a rare sense of altruism, humanism,
tive journalism as you loft toe mediate, however.
and the desire to serve humanity directly and actively. Without such
The student efforts in Mantua
:ARIEL. Y_o~~ave the opportunify
compe~ling motivation a girl rather might seek a four year college
to influence the -mfnd- andmofd are not totally altruistic - - as
education complete with attractive collegiate social opportunities
outlined to the Curriculum Comof jef~erson. Carry your responand the promise of superior salaries. Yet, when a girl realiz.es
sibility fairly with proportionate mittee. We know that mutual comthat patients' lives shall depend someday upon her skill and care,
weight to each segment of an munication will eventually bring
as she commits herself to the often onerous course of study at the
issue and you will develop a re- understanding. To augment mere
· School · of Nursing she reveals inherent responsibility in ,h er noble
exposure, we have instituted sevsponsive following.
character.
1
/
eral
pilot programs. A lecture
Your
-first
edition
shows
every
We feel that Jefferson nursing students as well as th~ medical
promise of carrying on the tradi- . series began two weeks ago with
stu?ents are selected' under the same general admis sions policy.
tion of free inquiry. fair analysis problem of black addiction. A
It 1s thus understood that each nurse in - training is expected to
and productive action that has ·suggested reading list is being
be graduated from the school and is completely qualified to become
appropriately integrated. Group
rriade Jefferson great.
a Registered Nurse - academically and ethically - from the day she
John W. Goldschmidt, M.D: feed-back sessions will discuss
is admitted to Jefferson.
the personal experiences of our
In answ~~ing the .ARIE~ ~ol~ a ~~ificant ~umber qf our nurses
volunteers and elucidate the
made specific reference to ffiie abhorrenc~ of the biatant -label
MANTUA
inter-cultural dynamics. Also, a
"attitu_de problem". They feel this ·stigma is cabalistically applied
television
course i~ Negro Histo their names by the _disciplinary powers who sense in them any
Dear Sir:
tory and Culture is being prechallenge to the status quo at their school.
Mantua -is a ghetto of 26,000
s~nted.
Considering the magnanimous attitudes which are implicit in
black Americans. · There are no
If you are interes~ed now; if
their enrollment in the School of Nursing, we feel that it is absolutehospitals, no full time practicing you have asked '"what canido?";
ly demeaning to these girls for their authorities to entertain the
physicians and no public transif you would like to combat the
thought___ that one or many of their pupils suffer from ~e rare,
portation to neighboring clinics.
White Apathy Image; if you would
i_diopathic malady of aforementioned troublesome attitude. ·
There is, no lack, however. of like to know what makes black
' '1\tdtude problem,'' a phrase odious to our nuri;;ing students,
the usual slum diseases.
-!
men riot -- then I ·entreat you to·
must no longer be imposed on them as was jean Va~jean' s yellow
The Young Great Society is
organize
and join our efforts. ',
passport. The vagaries of an individual instructor' s appraisal of
one of the organizations working,
Please contact Daniel Forkin,
student personality, furtively entered into their reb'.>rds without
to improve the communit r ·
Medical Student, 1or myself for '
redress, cannot be recognized as valid.
I
flealth Services are only one of further details.
As our School of Nursing anticipates becoming a vital .member To ~e Ec;litor:
its concentrations. The Medical
K.B. Gosnell, M.O.
of the Jefferson University it is expected to democratize its proCong17~tulations on your first
Center has been functioning in a
Resident in Obs/Gyr.
cedur_e s of evaluation a~ discipline.
/
copy of t~e ARIEL, p.u blished re:..
converted house since June of
ct..:ntly. I~ is in good taste and well
1968 and serves an average of ~00
!
done!
patients every month. Care · is SECOND CLASS CITIZEN
It is !quite a task to organize
given on a donation basis. Pny. _The Negro population of the present freshman class has risen a venture of this magnitude to get
Graduate studies at Jefferson
sician cov'e rage is thro'ugh volun100 percent above its level in the sophomore class. Though impres- it into piroduction in a matter of
teer Residents, of several hos- have always been an afterthought
sive in relative terms, this increase in black enrollment at Jeffer- weeks, and to sustain the mopitals, as well as private prac- in the 'M.O."-minded community.
son Medical College represents but minor black representation in mentum after the initial issue. It
titioners and specialists who do- Many graduate st,u dents find this
the Class of 1972 -- two students. ·
is even a greate_r task, and a · nate time during the day. Medical lack of autonomy ·stifling to theif
Next year will be different. We expect to find ten Negro students much greater. responsibility, -students are being utilized to future endeavors.
in the new freshman class. Jefferson commendably attracted over ''to be governed by the callllons
No secret is made of the fact
increase the personnel care and .
100 Negro applicants and accepted 14.
"
that
the graduate program is not
of responsible jo,u rnalism, such
to implement 24-hour coverage.
When our racial problems are solved, such statistics will be as the \avoidance of libel, ' inde-'
As Medical Director of the a separate and self-sufficient
totally unremarkable. Yet now Jefferson has ' consciously assisted cency. undocumented allegations.
Narcotic Rehabilitation Unit and entity. In the Jefferson catalogue,
the imperative Negro efforts to gain parity in the American medical attacks on personal integrity,
the Medical Center, I have at- little space is devoted to the dep~ofession. For this we are proud of Jefferson.
and the techniques ofharassment
tempted to promote Jefferson scription of the facilities availand innuendo."
involvement as much as possibl~ . able to prospective graduate students. The opinions of some
graduate students interviewed
One of the basic philosophies of ARIEL is to appeal to all indiconcur on two points: the faculty
viduals to become involved in their society. With the recent anThe problem of commllllication at Jefferson was a compelling is overly concerned with the
nouncement of the Presidential endorsement of the modifi'ed Sentinel
reason
for the organization of ARIEL. Another communication prob- medical school and le ss concernAnti 7 ballistic Missile system. we ask that all students, faculty, staff,
lem
lies
with the system, or lack of it, for mail distribution. The ed with te graduate program;
and administration write or petition their senators and President
present
method
of clearing the College building's "disaster area," and, the course selection is too
for an im!llediate re-evaluation of the goals of our society.
the
student
mailboxes,
consists . of the periodical dispo sal of un- often dependent on the medical
While we recognize the nece s sity of our country to protect itself
cl3:i!11ed
letters.
While
an
efficient cleaning system, it leaves much curriculum with its prerequifrom foreign aggression, we challenge the present prioritie.,s being
desired
as
a
mode
of
accurate distribution. The locker rooms sites.
to
be
followed. When every public institution -- from ourcities, hospitals,
The future of the health
ln
Jefferson
Hall
afford
an
opportunity for individual mail delivery
schools, lawenforcement agencies, and on -- Try out for financial
science graduate program at
tc:>
freshmen
and
sophomore
students,
similar
to
the
system
in
op. help, we ask can our nation afford to spend almost two-thirds of our
Thomas Jefferson University
budget on the military? If th~re be any doubts tkat money is scarce, . eration at Women's~ Medical College and at the University of Penn does, however. seem promisMe~ical
School.
Hopefully
here,
the
situation
can
promptly
be
corask any overlabored hospital or school admini:strator. Ask the reing. A full-time dean ·wm take
. search~r applying for grant? or ask why scholar~hip money has been rected.
charge in the near future, thus
decreasing. And consider if enough of the federal budget is being
breaking some ties with the medispent to eliminate starvation in our nation. Can we run the risk of
cal school. But the future will
.overprotection from outside, while our social cancers destroy our
only be bright if certain chal·very substance from within?
lenges are met by this individual
~ven the strongest proponents of the A.B.M. system admit to its
and the entire faculty. New
temporary nature and possible defects. Its critics present even
courses must be created specistronger arguments- agamst its deployment. (See·:• •scientific Ameri=fically for the graduate student
can," March, 1968). Today, we are being asked for eight billion
arid not the clinical practitioner.
dollars: what shall it be in 1980? 1990? Please let us stop to think of •
Theirs is a dire need for a .
, the goals and priorities which we want to set for ourselves and most
\---·-variety .of multi-disciplinaef
I
_,_ _importa~t; let our legislators know our thoughts.
'
courses so that the student can
I
develop a unique expertise accoi;-ding to his interests.
According to "Graduate Edu\
The recent, investigation by the Student Health and Welfare Comcation: Parameters for Pub Ii c
)
mittee of the Student Council . of the medical school has produced a
i
Policy" (Government Printing
sound and lucid statement of the conditions in the Orlowitz Residence
i
Office, Washington, D.C. $1.25)
Hal.1i We support the findings of this committee and urge prompt
over one-third of the Ph.D.' s
action on the matters of conditions and management. Certainly the
graduating in 1980 \Yill be from
questions of ''free and open ent ry into apartments," the parking lot
In:;;titutions failing to meet the
which is privately owned, and alleged ''misrepresentation of apartminimum standard requirements.
ments" should be discussed with the managers post haste.
As a newly forming academic
The suggestion of an open meeting of the residents with Mr. Dalla
community, Jefferson University
and the other administrators has apparently l:!een accepted by Mr.
must form a policy to guide its
Dalla's office. This meeting may occur before the publication of
expanding facilities in concert
.this paper: and we hope that a meaningful discussion of the problems
with a changing and much disresults.
cussed national policy. Its stanSome of the initial conditions cited by the investigation have been
dards must be high and its gradpartially remedied, but a full review by the residents of Orlowitz
ing system uniform.
and the Stud.e nt Council concerning the policies and practices at '
Edward EzrailS,on
- You can't sweep it ulider the·rug.
Orlowitz Hall is strongly supported.
·

~---------------------------------'

Editorials ·

Smear Tactics .and Attitude Problems

Up Five Hundred Percent

Stop A.B.M.

Alphabetical Chaos

On: Orlowitz, The Parking Lot, etc.
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Dr. Hutchinson '-Award .Portrait

I

j

If a Jeffersonian were to paint
a word portrait of Dr. Hutchinson, the dominant phrases would
' be a brown paper bag, carolers
at Christmas and the .man for
all meetings. A passive glance
at that outline would barely abstract the t rue impressions of
the man. So·, ARiEL ~ has placed
this teacher of Gross Anatomy
in a certain perspective in order
to appreciate some of his finer
points in more detail.

DR. H: During World War II as
a patriotic effort, Wistar Institute stopped all research
and atthattimeJeffersonneeded personnel. So, I came as an
inst rue tor in the Gross
Anatomy department. That was
in 1943, under Dr. Bennett.
Had I known what I was getting
into, I never would have. I
knew less than the students
knew then.
ARIEL: You must be the faculty's unofficial ambassador at
large. Student meetings, visiting lecturers, panel discussions- -~·ou seem to be ubiquitous! /
DR. H: W~ ll, I don't attend all
the meetings. I would like to
express some interests and
moral support. This is the
fir st year the students have
shown such intense outside interests. That's with one exception. There was a neighborhood clinic. But I think
they did it more fo r- their
own experience instead of giving voluntarily help. However,
I guess that's better than not
helping at all.
- ARIEL: A kind of participatry
democracy has spread through
out student populations. What
do you think lead up to this
r ecent s urge of activity here?
DR. H.: It must be a contagion
~that· ha s- fome nted. Your generation has found its element.
I would .say this year's c}ass
has an appreciable number of
this new student generation.
ARIEL: New student generation.
What do you mean by that
term?
DR. H: It' s hard to define. How
should I say it best--they feel
that things are wrong and that
they
should express themselves. Also, the type of medical student. They're sharper
but I'm not sure they apply
themselves in the traditional

BY BEVERLY BORLANDOE
way.
ARIEL: Perhaps that's because
the Flexner type of curriculum is on the wane and the
student is caught in a resonating curriculum that has not
reached its final state.
DR. H: · There is a dilemma.
On one hand, the faculty tell
the medical student that he
must treat the patient as an
individual and be thorough-don't treat a specific case of
liver, take the whole being.
But on the other hand, they
expect him to learn a hundred
times more material. The student to survive must cheat,
in a sense, to beat the system.
What will I be asked on the
exam? The heck with being
thorough. This is a moral dilemma. So, this curriculum
business is a belated recognition of the fact ' that this is a
dishonest dilemma.
ARIEL: During your tenure at
Jefferson you've probably witnessed many changes within
the establishment.
DR. H: There was a time when
Jeffers.on was noted for turning out good physicians and
the major emphasis was on
teaching.
In some depart. ments experimental research

(Continued on page . 7)
photo by BARRY PESCHANSKY

The Franklin Institute
BY CHERRY LIGHT
Even before becoming J efferson' s President in 1966, Dr. Herbut was convinced or the need to
enlarge and diversify Jefferson's
graduate school. The most ef-

You Are What You Eat
BY MiCHAEL BLECKER
In a year when science has
given us that ultimate in culinary delight, the frozen breakfast, it is comforting to know
that there remains at least one
place in this world where one
can still buy his food in the
raw, unencumbered by the styrofoam and Saran-Wrapped sterility that . is forced upon us by
Hartford and the
Huntingdon
Acme Price Fighter. Where, you
ask, is this last bastion of epicurean antiquity? In the midwest,
or Europe? On the contrary,
it is within walking distance of
Jefferson.
· The Italian Market is located
on 9th St. between Washington
and Christian Avenues. Here,
one can stroll amidst carts and
stands that flow over from the
sidewalk into the streets and
have his
senses as ~ailed by
the sights sounds and smells
of what has euphemis t ically been
called the
area's Old World
Charm. Where else in Philai delphia can one still hear the
clucking of chickens and see
whole pigs hanging with their
intestines drooping out in the
shop windows (the anatomy review alone is worth the trip)?
How often these days does one
get a chance to pinch tomatoes

was frowned upon. Research
was strongly discouraged and
I can remember one individual
in particular who had many
road blocks thrown in his way. •
I was among' the group that
encouraged research.
· In the past, all decisions,
important
and even minor,
were -all made by one to three
individuals. And it didn't matter what the faculty or any
one else thought. Now things
are changed. There is a channel between
the executive
faculty and the administration.
But the executive facultynever
consults the lower personnel.
Because of this, younger men
and their ideas have ·1eft to
go to a place where they won't
be stymied. As a result Jefferson has l:bst some excellent
teachers. Another factor was
that these men would have
to wait until people died off
and hoped that the new breed
would be mor,e ,~menable. It
hap~ns in institutions set in
its ways. I have a feeling,
just a feeling that thenew
dean recognizes this.
ARIEL: What made Jefferson this
way?
DR. H.: A dictatorship is more
efficient and much less bother.
This is what happens if the
right person is .not. at the top.
The school had been lacking
in having a good dean. When it
was much smaller there was
a battle between this dictator
and the professors. He prevailed. But now, its a large
institution, too big to have
personal contacts all the way
down theline.
ARIEL: What about the admissions policy and the recent
influence of CBA?
DR. H.: Well, I've never been
on an admissions committee.
Sb , I on't know much about
it. I do know that it has im-

before he buys them? When was
the last time you were able to
haggle over the price of a pair
of long underwear complete with
"tail flap"? All this and much
more awaits you in the Italian
Market. With a little expertise
it is really quite simple to purchase the ingredients Qj a fine
dinner for a fraction of what it
would cost at your favorite supermarket. Of course you may
miss the green stamps, but such
is life.
\
A trip to the Italian Market
is enough to teach anyone the
true · meaning of the word shopping center. In addition to the
meat,
poultry and vegetable
stores, there are many specialty shops ranging from one , that
sells nothing but spices, to those
that sells nothing but what your
Italian motherwouldcall schlock.
Spring is an especially good
time to visit the Italian Market,
for it is the time of the year
when the weather permits a maximum amount of activity on the
str eets with a minimum amount
of fli e s. Yet no matter when you
choose to visit, be sure to avail
yourself of what, along with the
trolley, is. one of Philadelphia's
two living anachronisms: The
Italian Market.

ficient way to accomplish this
goal was to merge with an established institution with competency in fields that Jefferson lacked. An obvious ally was the
Franklin Institute, bastion of the
physical sciences and engineering. In 1966, however, the Institute showed naught but disinterest.
Two
years of courtship
followed as Dr. Herbut met with
members of the Board of the
Institute over lunch and at various
meetings, whenever the opportunity
presf!hted itself. Enthusiasm for a merger became
mutual and in February of 1968
the- affiliation was consumated
although both institutions retained independent corporate status
and control.
The promise of such a union
is great. In addition tq p·o oling
of resources - personnel, in-':
struments, libraries - the combination is natural for pursing
the ripe challenge of-biomedical
· engineering.
Whether the affiliation will
produce and thrive will be better
judged in the future. Current
projects include . a study of the
_ effects of collision impact on
human bone. Anothe1' project de.; veloped
recommendations for
emergency medical care in rural
areas. An air pollution study is
planned with special emphasis
;. on the effects of asbestos fibers
and carbon monoxide.
Present benefits for Jefferson
students include a Department of
Phys.ics for the School of Allied
Health Sciences composed of scientists of the Bartol Research
Foundation,
a branch of th~

(Continued on-page 4)
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The Killing of Sister George
BY DONALD BERGMAN
Watching "The Killing of Sister contrition.
George'' is a little like taking a
Coral Brown plays an execubath. When we wash away the tive at the television station who
superficial grime of misplaced
must inform Sister George she
epithets and ·superfluous skin, we
is to be written out of the scdpt
are left with a pleasant and someby being run over by a ten ton
what refreshing experience.
truck. Miss ,Brown brings to her
''Sister George'' is neither
role the school teacher efficiency
intellectually challenging nor
of Eve Arden and the icy callousvisuaily stimulating. In fact the , ness of Tallulah Bankhead. Promovie has only one thing to rebably, she will best be rememcommend it: its performers.But
bered for her launching of a
this single recommendationpromajor assault on Miss York's
vides reason enough to see
left breast. That is a pity bethe picture. For it is the acting
cause the entire scene is super:that prevents this picture from
fluous~ While we might thinkthat
.being listed with s_u<:'.J:i immortal
"skin" and "superfluous" are ·
film classics as "Poor White mutually . exclusive terms, the
Trash and Sex Family Robinson:
picture proves that this is not_alChief credit for saving this
ways the case. The scene is only
picture from the waste heap
mildly erotic and certainly does
should be given to Beryl Reid,
not enhance the continuity of the
who, appropriately enough, porstory. These two facts effecttrays Sister George. · Sister
ively wipe out its raison d'etre.
George is actually a television
Although director Robert Alsoap opera character, molded in
drich must take the blame for
· the Friar Tuck tradition, who
including this scene in the movie,
rides about the British countryhe can also take the credit for
side on a motorbike spreading
his accomplishments. Admittedcheer . and goodwill. As Sister
ly, his influence i13 not overly
George's offstage counterpart,
noticeable, for he has not tampMiss Reid is anything butcheerered with the play format of
ful. She is an aging actress who ''George." Tha_t is~-he has c-h osen
jealously- guards her dwindling
to -use"the camera as a mechanfame and popularity. Miss Reid
ism rather than as a medium of
manages to ~arry herself gracecommunication. However, to the
fully through an attack on J:Wo
extent that a director is responnuns, chronic alcoholism, lesbisible for his actors' performanism, and · some incredibly
ances, Aldrich deserves praise.
crass attempts at humor.
One weak spot was tile
Susannah York, pro:Oably best
musical score. Scores -are usuremembered for her role in
ally written with one of twophil"Freud'' and her nude romp
osophie s . In the majority of cases
through "Playboy," turns in a
they are written to block out
performance which is both sensisilent passages and to fad~ into
tive and powerful. As Alice, the
the background. Occasionally,
offstage Sister George's roomgifted composers, s uch as Bermate and bedmate, Miss York,
nard Hermann, write scores that
plays a girl who cannot emerge
complement the development of
from a fanciful world of imagined
character and plot. GeraldFried
male seductions and conseguently
has written neither·. U art'jt'htng,
retreats into the world of lesbihis score shatters the mood
created by the .a ctors.
anism. Miss York's control over
All in all, The Killing of.
her character is almost always
Sister George leaves the viewer
apparent. In one notable scene
feeling c:,s though he had just
she goes through a series of
emerged from laughing gasChaplinesque facial contortions
vaguely amused ind not overly
as she is forced by Miss Reid
worked up about anything.
to eat a cigar butt in an act of

The Shoes of the Fisherman
BY LIN SEY EDWARDS
If you take a best seller of ordinary a man that he is buried
our times, .actors of the caliber in three protective coffins. The
of Anthony Quinn, Sir Laurence i-n nermost is of cypress, the.
Olivier, Oscar Werner, a cast of second of lead, and the last is .
thousands and a budget of mil- made of oak, so that he can at
lions it would seem that a great least appear to be the same as
movi~ would be the inevitable· the rest of us plebians who go
result. Indeed, ~'The Shoes of the in a plain wooden box.
Between solemn scenes and
Fisherman" has all these ingredients and even more, it has the ' pageantry we are regaled with the
splendiferous backdrop that is sights and sounds of Rome, but as
a travelogue, it falls short of
Rome and Vatican City.budget movies
like
The movie treats a timely lower
subject but somehow manages to ''Roman Holiday". At times one
bore. The scenes open with the' wonders if the photographer's
world in its usual state ·of per- hand could have been a bi.t steadpetual crisis, the teeming mil- . ier that is, in comparison to the
lions of Chinese are tired of magnificent job done in the chase
starving, and World War III scenes in "Bullitt."
There are several sub-plots
looms. Out of a Siberian labor
camp comes Archbishop Kiril in the story ~ We find a frustratPoplovich (we are never told why ed intellectual priest who is suphe was sentenced, nor for that pressed by . the hierarchy.
matter why he i.s suddenly re- There's an unfaithful husband,
leased). At any rate, our hero his unhappy wife, and his mis(Anthony Quinn) is destined for tress. Indeed, there seems to
great things. He is a peacemaker, be a "little something for every. humble and faithful to the Church, body'' as if the producers wanted
modern but not too. He is rapidly to make sure everyone went away
elevated to Cardinal and soon satisfied. Unfortunately, superafter catapults to the Papal ficiality . is the result at the exthrone, protesting all the t~me . pense of credibility and unity.
The first two hours and a half
that he is not prepared. He is a
seem to have been a faltering
c'inderella Pope.
This all happens before the build-up for the Coronation of
intermission which everyone Pope Kiril I in which he emowelcomes, because pardoxically tionally offerstheChurch's soluevents seem to occur too fast tion for achieving world peace.
and yet ploddingly slow. There Hail, the crowds cheer, and we
are lengthy ••news reports" by also want to cheer for anything
David Janssen a la WalterCr~:m in the name of peace and good
kite in which we are enlightened will. But today's man though
with regard to the intricate de- idealistic, is also realistic. How- .
tails of papal funerals and rules ever, we might wish it, today's
of succession. Surely, I was not
(Continued on page 4) ·
aware that the Pope is so extra-
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ever, stated that no controSPEAKING OF NURSES
versial issues were to be discussed ....The Russians have
(Continued from page ·1) .
more freedom(
v1s1ons; but when they dis- OF THE GENERAL ATTITUDE";
The girls are.unhappy, apathecovered these questionnaires
tic and discouraged. Theyneed
they call an'' emergency meeta more liberal, ir~mane ening"· to try to stop them .•••
vironment in which to live.
OF CIVIL LIBERTIES:
"One of the students are inI heartily resent having my
terested in the school because
phone calls ignored, disconthey don't care aboutus ....They
nected or listened to whenscare you to death with the
ever the mood strikes the
threat of being kicked out.
switchboard operator. There
The thought is; this nursing
have been reports of mail being
school really needs changes •..
opened and rooms being
It
is really sad when some old
searched in th absence of the
ladies ;ean tell us ·how much
occupant.
sleep to get, how many times
(We were) not allowed to light
per month we can stay out
Chanukah
candles in our
late ... an d other ridiculous
lounge because ~t was a fire
things. It really hurts to say,
hazard I
but I wish I'd gone to college.
. During Chanukah a group of us
This school is defeating its
got together to light the candles
purpose; by restricting us so
with .a member of the faculty
much they are only making us
and we were refused permore rebellious and disloyal.
mission twice ••.• After much
We do not askforunreasonable
argument we w'7re permitted
changes, we only ask that this
to sneak back into a little
school treat us like young
"hole in the wall" and light
adults, capable of caring for
the candles, then blow them outl
ourselves.
OF THE FEAR OF SPEAKING OF THE STUDENT NURSES'
STAND ON ARIEL'S EFFORTS:
FREELY:
I could go on and on, and I
We would be prosecuted to the
I<now this so'u nds like a big
fullest extent.
gripe session, but we need
You are labelled ·an " attitude
. some drastic · changes here.
problem.''
Thanks for trying to accompIf you really want nursing and
lish what we as students can't.
have put all this time 'into it,
I hope you succeed!
voicing your opinion is just not
It is possible that the girls
worth the risk .. .. You would .
have overreacted to this, their
be
labeled
an "attitude
problem'' and watched even
more closely ... one more thing
they didn't like after that and
you'd probably be asked to
leave.
Fear of being kicked out or
going through hell the rest of
your time here ...
Yes!
It is as though your.
whole career depended upon it.
I have always feared speaking
about anything. If our opinions
differ from our instructors,
we are condemned for it and
our evaluation goes down.
Many times students voicing an
honest opimon have been rehonest opm1on have been
reprimanded for insubordination.
The retaliation toward the
student who speaks up is
phenomenal.
At one time student council
tried to have ''fireside chats"
with guest speakers. This was
to help .the students keep
abreast of the times •.. This was
voluntary. Our directors, how-

first opportunity to speak freely. · ent film from the flight ofApol_.
However, we cannot thus curtly ~o 8. However,contrarytor~mor,
dismiss that with which we have if a Jefferson student tries to
crash the museum with a flash
been confronte!f.
(Continued from page I)
· of his I.D. ' card, he may impress
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE . the guard but will still have tc and the hospital.
produce the price of admission.
In the afternoon Dr. . John
(Continued from. ; page 3) .
While the Museum encourages Y. Templeton, III, Samuel D.
Franklin Institute located
in visitors, the Research Labora-' Gross Professor of Surgery, and
Swarthmore.
tories located next door pr~fer . Dr. Richard T. Padula, AssistThe Franklin Institute Mu- to have no student darken their ant Professor of Surgery, showed
seum is an excellent place to doors. This cold shoulder at- to the parents remarkable films
take a grade school child for an titude may have a basis in the taken inside the living heart.
afternoon. Adult attractions in- security necessitated by the many This work is part of a study
clude the Fels Planetarium and government contracts that are designed ' to investigate the in
special features such as the cur- - handled.
vivo action of the heart valves
and the accompanying sounds.
Though perhaps by coincidence,
the student nurses'
spaghetti
dinner provided an
enjoyable extension of the parents' day activities. Not only was
the food and company delightful;
but many remarked that the involvement of nursing students in ·
the program made them sense a
growing cohesiveness in the entire student body at the developing
university -- the same type of
. comment made at the Friday
night movies at Jeff Hall.
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(Continued from page 1)
at Penn. Unfortunately it did not
succeed. ·Though it raised many
legitimate complaints and offered some good ·suggestions, its
problem, one shared with presidents, physicians and others of
high esteem, was one of style.
lt was able to "reach" only
those who - already shared it s
point of view.
The difficulties encountered
. in January pointed to the need
for a new philosophy. ITIS in the
. future wfll attempt to achieve
change by persuasion, according
to its editors .Appearingquarterly, it will serve as a forum for
rational dialogue on all areas
- ·of health care _and ·hopes to re. ceive articles· from physicians- and medical students, nurses and
nursing
students, professors,
hospital personnel, community
leaders
and perhaps patien~s
themselves.
\
.. The ootential salutary effects
of a publication like ltis on the
medical . community are considerable. The next issue will
appear in early May, and its staff
hopes to erase some of the negative impressions created in January.
Arthur Tischler is the ITIS
Editor for Jefferson. Those interested in contributing material
for the next issue should contact
him at his Philadelphia address
(2047 Spruce St.)

,- .

Okay, you win! Fidelity meets all your demands with
our Special ,Checking Account. Ask about it at any of
our more than 57 c~nvenient· locations. And don't
forget to demand your bribe. Free high -i ntensity lamp
or set of six reference books when you open an
account for $25 or more.

T.k E FIDELITY BANI<
JEFFERSON OFFICE
1101 Wa lnut Street
M embe r Federal Deposit Insurance Cor poi-ation
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STUDENT POLL
(Continued from page 1)
At a large instit.ution there is_
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prefer? s
No response
O.O \
2 _ 41

~~~~t!~ 1 :nd

0. Courses in tho p r esent curriculum contain a qood <leal
of overlap and repetition fcom other course:. . J:li~rcqar d-

lec:~:f~t;~·;.!C~:!~ion

2 5.0

s::~• -

finals

Other

35 8

., • Which sys tem of 9radinq would

57". l

Headlon: r epet it ion in

;~:~

17 _ 7

you prefer?
F
s

:~~::~~se

)~:~%

l"~:~t

Pa . .-Fail

61.8

59.6

;f
O. 7\
56.8
25. 2

· ; :;·'"·; :; ~
0 0

5.3

3.6

3. 5
1.8

1."
0.9

40 .7

lS.7

::::::

F

s

15. 9\
44 .4

30 .U
51. J

J
B.6\
79. 3

J. 2

l. 8

0. 7

11.1
1.6
45.2

15 . 0
7 .1
26.6

13.6
J. 6
15. 7

4. Have you ever considered favorabl y ·a career as a family
or general physicia t. ?
J
F
0 . 0\
l.6\
No r esponse /
60 .0
68. 5
Yes
40 . 0
31. 5

1. Do you th ink the present system of testing and evalu-

departme nt s have i n t erfered \\'J.th m:

~~~~~~~!i1y

2 .9\

3, At thi s time, wha t kind of career do you foresee for
yoursel f?

'· ON EVALUATION OF YOUR PERFORMANCE:

:tostly for reference 1·:ork

i!~~~i~~:diffcrent.

16 . 9

f~~;~~;;;~;i;.·~·~·~

3.
What i n your opinion i:; t he prime respons ihility of
th e medical student on the hospital floor?

0.0

29.0
3J .G
43. 6
6
4
2 7
•
!1ever use it
·0
J.
7 • In my experience, contradictions in s ubject ~aterial

J

8J . 1

2J . l

1. What type of i ntern ship do you intend to take?
F
S
No response
O. 8\
2 . 7\
Probab l y rotating or mixed
30.2
43.6
?robab ly straight
15 . 1
12. 7
Probab ly fam ily practic e
O 0
4 5 ··

If a member of' Your fami l y required hospita l ization
a s a ward patient, would you r ecommend he or she come to
Jefferson ?
s
J
F
Jl. 7
12.4
7.1
No respons e
54. 5
37 . 2
SJ .3
Yes
41. 4
tl.6.2
12. 8

USC

l. 6

S

4.4'
75.9

2J.6
' ON CAREER PREFERENCES:

2.

p ;.1

No response

F

2 .4'
75 . 6

ON EOUC/\.TIOU /\.NO llr:/l.LTll CARI: IN THE T EJ\.CllING llOSPITll.L :

:~:i·

::::::

7 .9

17 . 1
12 . 1
1 0. 7
10. 0
22 .9

10: . 0o you t hink it would be of benefit for each Freshman to
be ass ig ned to a faculty advisor for four years?

~; o

So ph or. 1 ore~

J
19. 3'

S
Jl.9\
lS. G·.
14.2
12.4
6. 2
12 . 4
8.0

1~::'
27 . 2
J
, O.O\

~~;~•
22 1

J

~ "Jg : ~\
-~t~

ON
1.

S'l'UDENT RO.LE IN 5TUDEN'f l\°F FAIRS:

~/~~ ~~~~\~~~~~!:~~~~·~~ ~~~u~~s~=~-.~~ ~:~~~~~~-

m
mm

ation of the undergraduate curr~culurn at J~fferson?

'J

No response

LO. ::::::

1.6\

~~s

9::~

3.S%

~~:~

9~:~ :illlll

2. Student Co uncil, which is comprised of elected r cpres ...
::::::
cn tatives of the students , appoints all corrunittee chair-~::!:

:~ie
E~~h t~! c~~n~~~c f~~·~~~o!!i~~:.~ ~~~!~i~~=~~n- g~
Class and fraternity representatives are c harqecl with
:::;::
0

~~: ~~~~v~!i~:l~~i~~:~o~~~~~:~~~~~~t~~ ~~~·c~;:~~!::.

:m

work. Oo you think t hat the re is a n eed to r e-examine
this method of administering studen t affairs?

;:::::
::::::

.~0&

NO response

Yes

24.8

6 ~2\

2:9'

46.2

47 . 8

~~{

::::::

frfl:.~~:i;~~~~g~:f7~~ t~ ;~!~'.:;;;~~;'.:::ji\; :': .; ; : :.;·:t~:.., ' ~;::·:'.:::~ :'::~lt:'.~~t·:::.:~'.~- ~-·~-:::~:.: : ,::. _. : :~_. :', :... . : .'.

1
1
,:
i:_:

·_
,l
·_.:_,

SCCEC. The name s of the Committee members are printed With
the complete report.
In presenting the re s ults, the
questions are re stated a s they
appeared on the questionnaire.
For each question a student could
have either checked the listed
alternatives, or left the question
blank (interpreted as "no response"). Thus, the first figure
after each question represents
"no response," and this is the
percentage of students who completed the questionnaire, but
chose not to respond to that particular question. The subsequent
responses are followed by the
percentage who answered _the
question with the given response.
The results have been tabulated
by class so that conclusions may
be drawn to reflect differences
in attitude based on levels of
experience.
Ron Blum, Chairman
Rob Abel, Class of 1969
Bill Chodoff, Class of 1969
Ken Terkelsen, Class of 1969
Mary Lou Evitts , Clas s of 1970
Steve Klein, Class of 1970
Mitch Pilot; Clas s of · t 970
Frank Garcia, Class of 1971

:·:
;\
I f you checked YJ ::-;. .:i lJOVc, c°IH~ cl: the one _type <:f pa tient
··.· ~~~~~~~ r~u t~~i~~:r~~u!~ilg~c~~~~h~~~r~~uard i.mprovl.n'J t !te
~~:~;~·

i:r.1cr.gcncy roo r.•

~5~~

E •. 0

10\

:·:·:·

:J
:i

;~~~~~~ r~c/~~~n

ii:~

;:~

~:~

,]i,~~~~ i~,.~~~~~~c

Jl.7

ss.e

Go.7

dththc b a o ic ;;ci. 12.J

4 ~:;

4g:~

~jj{

lO . i\ s a me.:rn~ of lc.:t.rninCJ . •:hicli do you think i s mos t

:{

off:: t :::p: no c

" ''Y"ic o i
Clinical clc l'\ on:itration:::;

cor;,~~.~;~d

/c

U

~~:esponse

·No

s

J

4 ~: ~\

5~:
~·
50,0

68,B

55.8

science courses taken at the under-

s
No r esponse
Yes

6 . Do you think the National Boards have real value:
(a)

An an evaluati on technique? F

~~/esponse

~~ : ~'

9 1
No
J ·
(b) As an educational experience?

;\

JU'

:;:~~~~~ i~~e~;sic

7.

s
16 .0\
68.l

Jl.9

No response

J/9\

i/2.

Yes

J4 .1
f.)5.9

43.3
56.7

~~~~~~l!~p~~~~~i~~ 'N~~i~~~l t~~~~d:;•ching

,J
2. 9%
5J . 7
46 . J

O~O\
34.3
65.7

: t Je ff pla:es

Anatomy
II is to lo gy
I:.:mbryo loqy
Biochemistry
Patholog y
Mi crobiology
Pharmacology
Behavioral Sciences
Biostatistics

11:' 6\
54 • 0
46
.0

7.1\
56 . 2

1 1. 9
40. 5
J6 . 5
J2 . 5
7. 9
15 . l
8. 7
33. J
40 . 5

8.0
34 •.S
35.•
J9. B
7 .1
26.5
7 .1
26. 5
38.9

43. 8

14.3
42 .1
41.4
J4.3
413
20 .0
6.4
29. J
40 .o

2. Fr om wha t you know of it, do you think the "Pre- medi cal

~~~g~~~l:~~h r~G~i~:~t ofni~~~~~s o~\~:n~~~~~~l=t~e~~

i~1rn;;;:~:;:~rnmm¥~t;mm:~;fil111; 1:1 m1rwarnt~;·;:!~~=~~~:,w;~~~tmt;~~~mH~t;~a!luta1m~:~zmmmmw~:*~~#i~'.~I
-----------

----~.

~~~'4e04J c. q4t s1io.p

:

Ma!Uf

:
t
t

Hum me I Fi gures - ·Gre et i ng Cards
Distinctive Gifts Religious Articles

I
A

:

l
t
t
:

opposite Jefferson Hospital

·' 134 S. 11th St. _

. WA 2-6438 ..

t

b.:;e;.~·~-m;-~~~-.....-~- ~~~.._...-_j

Mike Geha, Class of 1971
Rob Abel, Chairman

PROFESSIONAL LIFE INSURANCE SERVICE
TO THE JEFFERSON COMMUNITY

Dick Insel, Class of 1969
jay Skyler, Class of 1969
Ron B.Ium_, Class of 1970
Ed Bower, Class of 1970

George H. Lubeck, C.L.U.

Chuck Schliefer, Class of 1970
Liz London, Class of 1971

PERSONAL INSURA.NCE PLANNING

Ac~redited
long experience
::
-- -c1nc1 - verTnewe sTe lee:- --:::::§~
............
tronic•age
equipment ;•:I
assure dependable work :~
and fast service.
:•
with

NEW
WATCH
RANTEE! .

SUITE 1919
3 PENN CENTER PLA:Z:A
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 19102

Bud Nye, Class of 1972
Kan Terkel~en, Class of 1969

\

RES . OL 9-192!5
OFFICE LO 8-0!53!5

GUA-

TOWNE JEWELERS, INC.
1215 WALNUT St.

jay Nogi, Class of 1971
Mike Starrels, Class of 1971
Barb Tenney, Class of 1971
Fred Lubliq, Class of 1972
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

ARIEL

APRIL, 1969'

· lent convulsive years. It will
of the water erite:.ring the apart- '
PRESCRIPTIONS
SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO
be a greater tragedy if the islands
rrients be ke:pt at an evenly hot
{Continued from page 2)
FILLED
JEFF.PERSONNEL
of hope on the college campuses
temperature.
Dear Sir:
become inundated and brutaliza- .
10. Cleanliness should be
The statement of Dr. ' Bruno
tion becomes malignant. Psymaintained at all times. The halls
Bottelheim (N.Y. Times Feb. 1)
chiatrists, as in any situation
should be vacuumed and dusted
that many of college demonstra- · involving human behavior, should
each week ~n every floor. The
, tors need ''psychiatric care,"
'support the healthy evolution of a
trash chutes should be opened a·(S
and that there is a parallel behealthy conscience even though
soon as possible on every floor,
tween college campus demonthere are a variety of other forces
and until that time some other
strations and the disruption of
that tend to prevent or destroy it.
adequate means of trash and garuniv er s it i e s in pre-Hitler'
bage disposal be made available.
Very truly yours,
\
I
.
Germany is a disservice to the
Outside windows _should bewashcollege students, to the commued frequently .
!
Albert\ M. Biele, M.D.
. I
nity that holds him in high pro135 SOUTH TENTH STREET
II. Security should be main,Associate· Professor
res sional
regard,', and
to .\
tained so that unauthorized perPHILADELPHIA, PA . 19107
of Clinical Psychiatry
psychiatry. The greatest danger,
sons may not solicit in the buildJefferson Medical
"', (opposite Jefferson Hospital)
MA
7-6332
be it to an individual or to a
ing.
\
College, Phila., Pa.
democratic society, is the one
12. Humidifiers should be
that is 'not recognized and there- (Note: The view expressed are
installed so that the extremely
1
those of the writer and not of ·
fore is not being fought. The
dry heat now present in the buildthe Dept. of Psychiatry or ,of
danger is that our American
ing may be corrected • .
Jefferson Medical C~llege) '1
society and not our college cam13. The basement storage
puses is similar to the pre-war
compartments
should be opened
STUDENT co'uNCIL I
German society in that both
immediately.
PRESS FOR ACTION
manifest the brutalization synIf any of these condiitions
drome, man's conscienceless
cannot be _met, then adequa~b ex_{Continuer! {rpm page 1)
inhumanity to man. In Germany
planation is due the re~idents of
the people were made • ·to feel
separate occasion, and no workOrlowitz Hall. It is mjfortunate
guilty'' if they did not subscribe men should enter individual
that this situation has developed.
I
to brutalization as a new way of partmments without the lessee
Better communication between
!
life and . the disruption of the being present. Sufficient notice
the administration and ,residents
!
I
universities may have aided this should be given the lessee as to
may have prevented it.
development. In the United States exactly when workmen should, be
we have succumbed insidiously to expected.
i
this development before there
3. The clause in the lease
were any campus demonstra- stipulating free and open entry 1
tions. In 20 years we have moved into apartments by maintainence
from the conscience:ftil- rOJ.e of personnel should be strickei;i improsecutor at - Nuremberg- into mediately. In addition, the entire
,the conscienceless docks of lease should be rewritten before
Nuremberg. We have acquiesced September l, 1969.
to constitutional disenfranchise4. Orlowitz Hall apartments
ment wherein we have forfeited
should be furnished quantitatively
our right to have war declared
and qualitatively .exactly as repExternships for third -year pital and faculty is on a departby our representatives and inresented in the sample apartmedical students and advanced mental basis. Baltimore offers
stead have accommodated our- ments. Mis representation
second-year students are avail- a unique opportunity for your '
selves _to - war by memorandum, of apartments must be stopped.
able at the Greater Baltimore future in medicine. Program of '
war by one man in government. In addition, all apartments not
Medical Center. This is a new study begins July 1 and continues
We reacted with healthy anxiety now so furnished should be fully
400-bed general hospital with for eight weeks. For further
when nuclear missiles were equ ~pped immediately, including
Noard Certified residency prowrite:. Director of '
placed near our shores, but we the hanging of drapes and mirgrams in Medicine, Ob-Gyn, Sur- Medical Education, Greater '
are callous, indifferent and rors.
gery, Ophthalmology, Otolaryn- . Baltimore Medical Center, 6701
brutally cold about doing the same
5. A maintenance man quali.r
gology and Pediatrics. Associa- N. Charles Street, . Baltimor~,
to other countries. We are now fied in plumbing .and electrical
tion with the Johns Hopkins Hos - Maryland 21 204.
fe.e lingless and apathetic about work should- be available 24 hours ·
poss ibility
of nuclear a day fot emergencie s. ,
~· ~~ ~~ ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~
the
obliteration of other t:ountries,
6. Entrance to Orlowitz Hall
by accident or by one man's deci- directly from the adjacent parksion. We show anxiety about foot-: ing lot must be provided forconball scores on Monday but are venience of residents. One solucoldly indifferent to casualty and tion would be to allow tenants to
body counts on Tuesday. These have theili keys open the door at
socially brutalizing patterns have the South side of the building. In
· evolved before the campuses addition, the freight elevator
demonstrations began to struggle should be open to all residents.
7. Dryers in1 the basement
for legitimate rights and needs,
nothwithstanding that some ofthe should have their temperatures
method s left something to be de- increased so that they are able
sired. We now know that it was to dry clothing rapidly and eflargely through the activities of ficiently.
, 8. The parking lot should not
the people on the campuse s that
mobilized the remnants of be run by a contracted .· outside
American conscience to bring a firm, but rather by Jefferson itself so that pa;rking rates may be
presidential
candidate whose
platform was a return to consti- the cheapest possible and a space
tutional government 1 as we reserved for monthly parkers.
historically experienced .it in the
9. The hot water should be
past, to the threshold of nomiadjusted so that the temperature
nation.
We know that thes~
activities brought about a conscienceful movement that asked
for the right to explore peace
at the conferenc e table rather
than in the field. Some historians
5 8 F a c e t s ,,
c o m p r i se
are of the opinion that activities
stemming from the campuses
t
h
e St o r y o f a d i a ~ o n d 1 s b e a u t y
were a factor in dissuading a
The perfectly cut diamond has 58 facets (surfaces} each reflecting .
president from running foroffice
and dissecting the light spectrum. The result can be breathtaking.
again. Campus activists may yet
It is the basiS'of a diamond's popularity; the 50urce of ~ts fasciprevent
another war by
nating beauty. But there are alsc> many facets to the story of a
memorandum.
diamond, and one of the mare important of these is the value
Dr. Bettleheim is correct that
side.
What determines a di'.mond's worth would take a whole
paranoid people· need psychiatr.ic__
book to describe. But to put it in a few words it boils down to
· care; be they on campuses, in
th:s---your jeweler's integrity counts more than anything else.
government, in the military or
Nothing means more.
anywhere. Mentally ill people
~{~.
have always gravitated to social
d iamond
J~
movements toward change, be it
brida l
in the dir~ction of stabilizing our
~~;
disordered society or disrupting
Jean Pnul Belm~ndo and Ann'~ Karina. star in Jean-Luc Godard's
PIER·ROT LE FOU ~--~pening at the Bandbo~, Wed. Apr. 2nd.
our
society. It doe s not
neces sarily devolve that the
presence of some paranoiacs on
THURS - TUES Mar 27 - April 1
1215 WALNUT ST,
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19107
the fringes is sufficient evidence
Tw~ films by Ingmar Bergm-an
that the principles of tbe
. demonstrating groups are always
unsound. The evidence shows that
7, & 10:00 PM
(8:30 only)
Discounts on Nationallv Advertised Brands
the campus activities of the
recent past have been in the
DIAMONDS* WATCHES* JEWELRY* RADIOS* STEREOS
OPENING APR ~(We~)
direction of return to constituSILVERWARE* LUGGAGE
tional government with regard to
* SMALL AP-t"LIANCES AND GIFTS
Jean-Luc Godard's
war rather than in the direction
with Anna Karina~ nd J-P Belmondo.
of anarchy and nihilism. It is sad
that Dr. Bettelheim and the rest
COMING SOON: CZECH FILM FESTIVAL
of us have to endure these turbu-

'P AUL
bP7fICAL CO
Custom Opticians
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\

BEEBER MEDICAL SUPPl Y CO.
"EVERYTHING FOR TffE·
STIJDENT AND PHYSICIAN"
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Sdward A. 3arnan & Sons
Quality ~ewelers

Serving Jefferson Medical Center Since 1915
Watches - Gold - Silver - Diamonds ,

uspecial Prices to Jeff Students and Staff"
11th and Sansom Sts., WA 3-0832
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APRIL, 1969
DR. HUTCHINSON
AWARD PORTRAIT
(Continued .from . page 3)

ARIEL
cause their lot is not a happy
one. Up to now, graduate students have'been thwarted medi- '
cal students.
Well, I feel as if I've unburdened myself on several
points. The - best hope for Jefferson in the future is better
communication. Faculty in Jef...:
ferson' s parlance just meam
/ heads of departments.

IS
THIS YOU

proved by selecting better students and being fair'er·.
ARIEL: Fail-er, how's that?
DR. H.: At first it was conducted by one individual • If you ·
ha'd any pelatives who had gone
~o Jefferson, like ~ father or
grandfath.er, then f.ou automatically got in o matter
I
how stupid you wer •
IMoney talks -- nobody walks!!
·
As forCBA,lalmostfaintWe' re in a pinch -- TWO dollars
when I saw the noti1~e. I thought
a column inch.
the students were joking since
Place your ad -- you'll be glad;
I hadn't been aware that they
Roll, slide, sail or glide
were interested enough to form
Advertise with class and pride.
' a committee. Anyway, I'm all
Intercampus mail will secure
for CBA. I'm of the old genyour sale.
eration, so naturally I would
Box 27, Jefferson Hall
_ react , negatively. But after I
1
realized _ that - ~f they did not
PERSONAL
handle it thi~ way the administration ' would just pacify
CONGRATS to Pat and Leo; Welthem with words· and no accome Ant-ony
tion. So, though I do not like
the tactics, I do have to approve of it. The school would
be much better off with more
RUPTURED? Medical students:
of these s~udents.
Make money by fitting trusses in
ARIEL: How long do you think
your spare time. Apply to Dept.
it would· have taken Jefferson
of Phrenology.
on her own steam to have surpassed her token number?
FOR RENT
DR. H.: That's difficult to say.
Jefferson has a very bad re~
SPACIOUS (1 bedroom) C enter
cord. There Wljl.S a law that
City Penthouse in Orlowitz
public funds wo,iuld not be ap~
Towers. Available for July and
propriated to institutions which
August. WA 5-0446.
pra~ticed discrimination. Sd,
from that point on there wer;e
one or two Negro students in
the school. Not in each class
but in the school. And even
very recently there has been
no ,sizable nuil1ber.
Of cours~, the admirstfation will t~ll you that th~y
\
want these stuqents very mucfi.
\
It's just that tliey haven't bb~n
I
able to find qualified applicants. A few years ago anotther
law was passed which did not
allow an applicant's race or
religion to be aisclosed. As
a result the committee would
not know what a student was
unless he was given an inter~ iew. In the la st analysis, I
guess I shouldn't be so hard.
ARIEL: A member of the faculty
was overheard to say that the
surroundings and facilities of
Jefferson Hall has helped in
reducing the number of ''hyper" students.
DR. H.: Therearefewer"hyper"
students since the administration promised not to flunk out

II
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I

I am opposed to the Viet Nam War (and any such war that is not based upon de·
fense of our country) •. ,Please send me application to the Ministry of your church, iCJS
well as information as to it.s beliefs and ·membership throughout the world. ·

1

is my understandirig that if I am accepted to the ministry of your church,~ can
not conscientiously participate . in any military involvement not directly concerned
with the defense of our country or its possessions. 11 further understand that training
wi II not interfere with my normal work or academic schedule, •and I con choose my
own location of servi.ce to God and humanity.

It

Enclosed is $1.00 :to cover clerical expenses and cost of mailing.

.- AGE . ... -. . . . .

NAME . . . . . . . • . • • .
ADDRESS ••

CITY •.•

I

a

I

I

I

I

•

I

•

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
11

I

I

I

.ZIP.

.STATE.

I

Mail entire ad to: Church of the Humanitapan God- P.O. Box 13226; St. Petersburg
Florida 33733.

I

/clny.

, ARIEL: What prompted this attitude?
DR. H.: The administration began
to wonder why the mo st desirable medical school applicants
were either not applying to Jeff
or giving it a second or third
place. It seems students were
given the image of a pressure
school where 8 to 103 of the
entering class were lopped off
on the basis of performance.
But in their great effort to
make a change the administration went to the otherextreme.
At first, I didn't like the new
system, but I got a jolt. Though
the kids learned to play the
game and beat the ·system, I
didn't approve of the fact that
they were 1 getting away without
learning.anything. However,
junior year they were--doing_
what they liked and theyworked enthusiastically. So, maybe it
was partly our fault. I must admit that I was wrong in my
judgment. But I still think that
they would be better doctors if
they worked harder in anatomy.
· easily.
ARIEL: One more thing,Dr.Hutchinson. We've talked about the
medical students, the faculty
and the administration. Are
you aware of the fact that the
graduate student feels like a
second class student the way
that Jefferson is now geared?
DR. H.: No, but I think the graduate student should be given
special
encouragement bei

\

-- - -

-
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- -

--

Ml-6413
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We concur with Oscar Wilde that "Laughter is not at all a bad beginning for a friendship".

· Geigy, makers of

Pertofrane® desipramine hydrochloride
Butazolidin ® phenylbutazone Tofranil ® imipramine hydrochloride
•
Tandearil ® oxyphenbutazone Prelutlin® phenmetrazine
hydrochloride

Hygroton® chlorthalidof'.le
Dulcolax® bisacodyl
Persanti.ne® di pyridamole
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All Stars Overpower Phi Chi Captures
Second Tille
The Stullina in Shi1t1 i1 U1uallg ·lipid ·
Nurses 29-28
The Athletic Supporter

Continuing with basketball
news, congratulations aredue for
BY JAMES NOCON
I hope all of you had some Tony
Rooklin' s usually keen · Phi Chi's undefeated season. The
waterpolo and just plain horsing Colt 45 the other night because
shooting. Doggedly the All Stars team became the undi sputed fraWhen I informed a friend of
around in the pool. I hear many you certainly missed a unique
resisted temptation and concen- ternity league champions in a
the rugby club's forthcoming '
of my friends admit they' re a experience. By an almost Papal trated on a totai" team effort. second sport. Stalwarts for the
tournament and open post game
little out of shape, (being my dispensation, the student nurses
With 50 seconds left and the new champs were Ned Russel,
party on April 26, his reply was
friends they did not get that way were allowed to grace the backweaker sex up by one point, Tony Rooklin, Day Jones, Dave
a bit more than I expected. He
"studying" every night). So how board s at Jefferson Commons.
Steinberg fouled out. As Chris Mcconnel, Len Gonnason, and
suggested, if somewhat sardoniabout going over to the basement However, the fraternity All Stars · Reed went to the foul line, Jack Mike Steinberg. Mike's comment
cally, that the ruggers acquire
to stave off that creeping paunch- were up for this basketball game.
M-cCloskY caffecr-- time to study on the event sums up the team's
cheerleaders, letter sweaters,
Not only did they have a height
or are you too busy tonight?
the sTi:uatiori. A play was con- feelings very well- •'watch out
and possibly sponsor a homecomadvantage, but they outnumbered
ce'i ved and when ' Chris missed UCLA.''
ing event. Not a bad idea, I
the nurses as well.
her two attempts Jones' rebound
Mike Steinberg was also rethought,
until
he
further
J im Dooley tossed the ball
put it into action. Mcclosky sponsible for establishing the
suggested we elect a homecoming
In the Rugby team's first of- up for the tap off and the resultbrought the ball upcourt and an first inter medical school tournaqueen. At this moment, my rather
ficial game (the Whitemarsh ing melee had better be left to
around the back pass to Ned ment.
On the first date Penn
viscous
mind perceived his
fiasco was actually a scrim- one's imagination. Mike SteinRussel faked out the ladies. Ned's defeated Temple and Jeff over:_
facetious tone.
mage), the black and blue striped berg immediately .drew a foul.
20 foot hook shot just beat the ran Hahnemann. The Jefferson
His point was well made,
Jefferson club soundly defeated Actually he was asked to leave
buzzer and All Stars sneaked out Allstars were well ahead during
though it was a bit misconceived.
a very tough Phila. Rugby club.
the gym and take a cold shower.
most of the game. A late scoring
a 29-28 victory.
We are not really a club in any
It was something like the irresti- After she regained her comAlthough Russel was highman effort for Hahnemann almost
sense of the word. Neither do
ble force meeting the unmovable posure, Betty Gore made the
with nine points, McClosky scor- pulled it out, though. The final
we claim nor demand any school
object. Jefferson's first ''try'', foul shot. Steve Whitenack dised most. It was a- wise decision score was 71-64. This was the
spirit in the undergraduate" rahworth 3 points, came when yours played s ome fancy dribbling as he
to wear seat pants , Jack. Chr is Allstar team that barely derah' ' connotation. The ruggers
truly flipped a pass to Harry came upcourt, but was penalized
Reed also looked good and, in feated the student nurses. Good
are simply a group of individuals
Doyle
who' romped unscathed for crossing the mid court line.
addition, scort::d 5 points. The luck against, Penn in fii;ial serie s,
who enjoy a pleasant afternoon in
across the goal line. It was called This wasn't the only line that
All Stars defeated a strong nurs- gentleman. \
the sunny outdoors. Albeit that
back though, because the REF, drew a penalty for Steve. Betty
es' team for those sweet things - - -- - - - - - - -- - -..
they sometimes play in a foot of
who was about 30 yds. behind me, Gore received the ball on the
won 6 and lost 2 this season and
snow under mildly inebriated
SCHEDULE:
thought the pass was a forward
turn over and Steinberg drew
were last year's champions . U
conditions. They also take a
one. After another penalty on a
APRIL
5
PENN
another foul. She mi ssed her
I were pressed for an overall
great pride in their concerted
scoring drive we settled down free throw but scored on the
opinion of · the game, I would APRIL 12 FIRST CITY TROOP
eff_o rts. A more concerted effort
APRIL 19 LEHIGH
for what we thought may be a
rebound. Ned Russel's eye sharsay ball handling had much to
may have staved off an eight to
APRIL 26 TOURNAMENT
very frustrating afternoon.
1
pened
and
·
he
began
to
score.
do
with
the
ladies
high
score,
naught defeat by Whitemarsh but
3 ALLENTOWN R.F.C.
MAY
Late in the first period Jim He also madefive straight points.
and the All Stars low score, de- MAY
after all, the snow was above our
10 ST. JOSEPH'S
Mahoney wrestled the ball from The All Stars finally , started
ankles. ·
pending on your point of vi~w. " - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . _ .
a Phila. defender on their goal moving and commanded a 16-5
It is perfectly acceptable to
line
and
scored.
This
again
was
halftime lead. However, Steinhave pride in oneself fo r such
pride has a unique way of in- nullified because the REF said berg and Whitenack were on the
Phila. had touched the ball down verge of fouling out!
stilling self confidence and cominside
their own goal. On the reAt the start of the second
manding self respect. Should
sulting 5 yard scrum (something half, Steinberg drew afoul- Chris
one ask for anything more from
like an ice hockey face-off after Reed made both shots from the
a competitive sport? Please do
\'icing"} Jim Mahoney . bullied foul line. Karen Lacy and Maria
not mistake this as a pitch to join
his way in for our first uncon- Gratzik combined efforts for four
the Rugby Club. This very same
tested try.
consecutive baskets to close the
pride and self respect has been
The second half was as the gap and Betty Reed hit on a
experienced by those ' young
first; every time we were in a
lovely move to put the girls on
physicians whose sweat helped
scoring position we had to fight
top.
at AKK, ·or a fraternity basketthe REF as well as Phila. l\fter
In order to bridge the gap,
ball championship for Phi Chi.
a well placed hick by former
These fellows are not the Rugger Bill Casper, Van Butchis the All Stars went to the extypical mesomorphic morons side stepped Phila.' s entire back- · perience of Davy Jones and Todd
we· call "aililetes~·-· 'fou know, field for a 25 yard romp to the Orvald. After constant harassment by a tight defense, Todd
the ones that become state police
goal line for our second unconand Davy frustratingly looked for ,
or marines or union heavies. tested try. A very quick Phila .
. They are simply a group of men XV caught our backfield by surungentlemanly. Jefferson's rugexerting a " let' s get the fat off"
prise. Their resulting score was
effort in the direction of a com- uncontested of course. The final gers doggedly maintained· their
6-3 score and when the final
petitive sport. At Jefferson, if minutes
dragged on as time whistle sounded we noticed that
you are not biased toward Rugby seemed to procrast1nate and a
as I am, there is basketball, s9ft gentle man's · ::;port became very . our jerseys were not the only
things colored black and blue.
ball, volleyball, tennis, squa s~,

.Jeff Rugger_s etc.

RUGBY

PIZZA
LINE

WA3-6646
PIZZAS

half

regular large

1.50
1.85
1.85
1.85

2.00
2.50
2,50
2.50

1.85
1.75
1.85
1.85
2.75

2.50
2.25
2.50
2.50
3.25

-STEAKS

half

whole

Cheese

.so

1.50

Cheese
Pepperoni
Anchovie
Mushroom
Sausage
Onion
Green Pepper
Extra Cheese
Pizza Box Special

whole

.80 l.50
.80 l .50
.85 l.60

Pizza
Green Pepper
Mushroom
Regular

.70

1.30

HOAGIES

half

whole

Regular
Cheese

.60 ,1.10
.6 0 1.10
.60 l. 10

Tuna
Ham
Steak
Special

•70 l.30
.80 1.50
.80 1.50

BAKED HOAGIES (Grinders)
ha.If

•

whole

Regular

.70 1.30

Cheese

.70 1.30

Tuna

.70

Special

.7 5 1.40

1.30

SODA
COFFEE
TEA
MILK

FREE
CENTER CITY DELIVERY

